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Don't pet the dog while she's at work for blind owner 
Br LOU KOBKS 
Goardian Special Writer 
Unlike majry othft incoming 
freshmen, Cynthia Sheward hid 
to worry sboitt rences, people 
petting fnjr guide, dog. and 
translatiag lefturc notei in addi-
tion to the ji»unl problem of 
adjusting from high «rhool to 
college study baWta. 
Legally blind, since the age of 
18 months, Cytjjhia overlooks her 
blindness: -"Vwe always done 
what I wanted." 
SHE ATTENDED THE Ohio 
State School for the Blind from 
1976-79. "It didn't prepare me 
academically for schoo!" but did 
teach her how to play piano, run 
track and type which aids with 
homework. 
"I record all my lectures and 
then put them into Braille," saifl 
Cynthia. "But i barely passed,mv 
f i r s t l e s t i r ^ B K ^ o B ^ ^ e c a u s e ^ 
wrote down everything on the 
tape reels." 
Unable to ee the overhead* in 
lectures, she must have someone 
make copies for her to study from 
later. Sfce hopes the reader she 
just got this quarter will help her 
studies. 
HOMEWORK WASNT her 
only problem. Zeena', her dog 
from the Guide Dog Foundation 
of Smith Town Island. New York 
was another. "People always 
want to pet Zeena. They think I'm 
being rude when I tell them not to 
pet Zeena. But it's distracting for 
both of us." 
"But I have a good reason for it. I 
have to punish Zeena and it's not 
her fault when someone distracts 
her. When she is in harness she 
has a job to do. 
They're more than welcome to 
come and pet her in 222-a when 
she is off-duty." 
Cynthia sometimes wishes that 
she would be accepted as easilv 
as Zeena. "They are always 
friendly with the dog but it takes 
longer with me." 
"SOME KIDS ABE afraid of 
me." she said, "I wish they 
would realize that everyone has 
feelings. When I walk down the 
hall and bump into someone I try 
to put them at eaae. 1 usually say, 
"Hi, I'm Cynthia, wh*-s your 
name. It's the little tnipgs that 
help." 
Cynthia wants no special treat-
ment. A major in Psychology she 
eventually wants a practice of her 
own but will not specialize in 
dealing with handicaps. "If some-
one is blind they can come to me. 
Cynthia Sheward accepts her 1500 scholarship from the Fahfcen 
Lioness C7nb earlier last year. 
but I want to help all kinds of 
people." 
Cynthia could be any sighted 
student at Wright State when she 
is jogging, visiting with her friend 
Melanie. partying, or listening to 
her stereo. She's into "country, 
hard rock, soft rock, anything but 
jazz." 
THE RUNNING habit comes 
from her high school days when 
she was a member of the track 
team, as well as president of her 
senior class, editor of her school 
newspaper and a member of the 
National Honor Society. She was 
also awarded a J500 Fair born 
Lioness Club Scholarship in late 
November of this year to attend 
Wright State University. 
Yet, Cynthia's thoughts are not 
on her past achievements. At 
preseot she looks to next quarter. 
She knows "what to eipect." 
She is just like any other 
freshman in theit second quarter 
of college. 
The Daily Guardian 
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WSU professor killed 
I bene* jiestly d m upon the hali* t\al m , 
i filled with teaming Undents. rnthlni Va 
By GAYLON VICKERS 
CKantian Editor 
Montgomery County officials 
are looking into the death of 
Wright State Medical School 
Associate Professor George 
Peterson. 
Police found Peterson's bodv 
the morning of December 16 on 
the banks of the Great Miami 
River in the 5300 block of 
F-dgewater Drive in Harrison 
Township. 
PETERSON'S THROAT HAD 
been slashed and his skull was 
fractured. Officials said the 
fracture may have resulted when 
Peterson was thrown down the 
emb&nkm 
Peterson's hands where bound 
behind him and he was gagged 
with pieces of a towel. The time 
of death was placed at 11 p.m. 
regards to Peterson s death. 
Timothy Tice, SS, wai found 
slabbed to death at 169 South 
Terry Street, Apartment 3, De-
cember 18. Later inat day, the 
body of his wife, Mary, 67 was 
found in theii I«me at 2926 
Glcnmore Avenue, Kettering. 
She had been stabbed and shot. 
POUCE ALSO WILL question 
Fugate and Burggaf in the Death 
of Mrlinda D. Haines. Hsines 
was a delivery person for a Linden 
Avenue pts» parlour who was 
found behind a church on Spauld-
ing Road after leaving for a 
dehverv 
December 15. 
Peterso- was associate 
protcssor ot marmacology at 
WSU where he divided his time 
between research and teaching. 
He was currently working on a 
replacement drug for methadone 
to be used in narcotics treatment 
programs (see obituary on page 
11 and letter on page 9). 
TWO MEN CHARGED in 
another local slaying will be 
questioned in connection with 
Peterson's death according to 
Montgomery County officials. 
Leonard James Fugate, 24, and 
Timothy E. Burggraf. 21, were 
each charged December 20 with 
aggravated murder and aggravat-
ed robbery in the slayings of 
Franklin and Mary Tice. Police 
announced the next day that both 
men would be questioned in 
Ohio EPA investigates WSU waste disposal firm 
By GAYLON VICKERS 
Guardian Editor 
The company that disposes of 
hazardous waste for the Univer-
sity may be having some pro-
blems. 
Pristine Inc. Liquid waste 
Management Service of Reading 
Ohio is currently under investiga-
tion for "improper storage of 
drummed waste" leading to 
"potential contamination of Mill 
Creek" in the Cincinnati area said 
Tom Winston of the Southwest 
District office of the Environ-
mental Portection Agency. 
THE OHIO EPA may soon file 
suit against Pristine and is 
'"recommending at this time that 
industry seek other alternatives" 
to dispose of hazardous wastes, 
said Winston. 
Winston's office may become 
involved in a suit against Pristine, 
and he could not say anything 
that might endanger the 'juit. He 
noted, however, that the problem 
Pristine has arose from storing 
more materials than they could 
handle. 
The Chairman of the Board of 
Pristine, Dr. RUey Kinman. dis-
agreed with Winston about the 
possibility of a suit, noting that 
Pristine had "never been cited" 
for any of their practices to their 
knowledge "We're still in 
business." 
KINMAN POINTED oi-t that at 
;ime at the Pristine plant 
there arc several processes going 
on: some chemicals are being 
incinerated, some are being pre-
pared for incineration »nd some 
are being neutralized from then 
hazardous states. 
Kinman compared the Pristine 
operation to cooking in a tome's 
kitchen, noting that soire of the 
chemicals used around tbe house 
are the same as Pristine inciner-
ates He added that the "house-
keeping" while cooking might not 
be good. 
"Our housekeeping has not 
always bee i! goo-J. but that's 
being improved, he said. 
Kinman went on to say that the 
people who are writing the 
regulations have little idea how to 
handle and dispose of hazardous 
wastes, bu; Pristine will •'& ft* 
level best to meet and to exceed 
the standards they set." 
"SOME (WASTE disposers) 
haven't done the job as well as 
they could." Rinnan admitted. 
But, he noted thai: Pristine is only 
one of two operations allowed to 
incinerate ha.urdous materials in 
Ohic. Tlistinc Makes mistake*, 
. •e sf.id, "but we correct them as 
quickly as possible." 
Winston pointed out that all 
hazardous liquid wtste must be 
bsfned in this state. Oaly solids 
may be hurried in landfills. 
Kinman, however, satd "liquid 
is going into the ground some-
where. there are not enough 
incinerators to bum (all the liquid 
waste produced). There's no way 
out of it i t this time." 
KINMAN JOKINGLY noted that 
some operators mivst be hauling 
the w aste to their back yards and 
burying it, unlike the reputable 
firms like Pristine. 
The disposal will be more 
difficult when the Resource Con-
servation and Recovery net, pass-
ed in 1976 and translated into 
regulations in December of 1978, 
is adopted by the State Environ-
mental Protection Agency accord 
tag to Kinman and Winston. 
<»« 'EPA,' p w 3) 
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EPA investigates WSU waste disposal firm 
(Continued from page 1) 
New types of waste never 
covered before will now require 
"safe" disposal, according to 
Winston. There is not. at 
present, "sufficient capability to 
get rid of this waste," he noted. 
WINSTON FELT THE regula-
tions could be adopted during the 
summer of 1%0, but Kinman 
estimated January of i981 as a 
probat e date iOt Ohio's adoption 
of the Federal regulations. 
"Those of us who have been in 
waste disposal have a pretty good 
idea of what must be done," said 
Kinman. although he too noted 
the lack of proper disposal sites. 
Kinman pointed out numerous 
considerations eiilJ that have 
gone into the new regulations -
from industrial to environmental. 
He noted the government and 
industry is finally getting around 
to putting all the considerations 
together and it will take some 
time before the companies are 
looked upon as disposing of the 
waste correctly. 
HE WENT ON TO note that the 
risk to those people near the sites 
where the hazardous chemicals 
are disposed of is minimal. "The 
greatest risk is to the handlers," 
he said. "They are making a real 
heroic effort to maintain the 
quality of the environment around 
us." 
According to Stan Kozdemba, 
senior engineer with the South 
West Ohio Air Pollution Control, 
Pristine has no problem with the 
incineration part of their opera-
tion. "the biggest problem is 
storage." Some highly chlorinat-
ed material from the Proctor and 
Gamble Company that Pristine 
was to incinerate is alleged, 
according to Kozdemba, to have 
leaked into the ground water and 
polluted Mill Creek near Cincin-
nati. 
WSU tutoring services cut to 'basic skills' classes only 
By BOB MYERS 
Guardian News Editor 
Tutoring services at Wright 
State have been drastically cut, 
according to Bob Steinbach. 
Steinbach. director of Tutoring, 
said that a reduction in an Ohio 
Board of Regents (BOR) State 
Developmental Education Grant, 
and new guidelines on monies 
usage forced Tutoring Services to 
revamp its program. 
NEW GUIDELINES for the 
program issued by Steinbach 
include: 
1) Tutoring will be provided 
for 100 level courses only. 
2) Each student will be 
limited to two hours of tutoring 
per class, per week. 
3) GROUP tutoring and help 
sessions will replace individual 
tutoring whenever possible. 
4) Students who are referred 
to tutoring services by faculty will 
be awarded first priority. 
5) Students who miss more 
than two tutoring sessions will be 
dropped from the program auto-
matically. 
THE BOR CUT WSU's Devel-
opmental Grant by five per cent, 
according to Steinbach. He said 
the department had counted on 
an increase of 10 per cent, the 
pattern in past years. 
The new BOR guidelines dealt 
with how the prant could be 
spent. Steinbach ssid. In the past, 
Tutoring Services has had tutors 
available for all undergraduate 
courses offered by the University. 
The new guidlines state the 
monies can only be used for 
tutoring in "basic skills" such as 
reading, math, and writing. 
Steinbach said that this revision 
forced the department to elimi-
nate upper-course level tutoring. 
RICHARD NORMAN, director 
of Financial Management for the 
BOR. said the Board had acted in 
accordance with legislative intent. 
He said the guidelines concen-
trated on language used in the 
state budget limiting the funds tc 
"basic skills" instruction. 
Steinbach stated last year's 
tutoring cost was S18.500. He 
said the department has elrcady 
spent over SO percent of the 
$10,000 available this year. 
"We deeply regret it (the 
tutoring cuts)," Steinbach stated. 
"And we have done everything 
W'S could to continue the pro-
gram." 
STEINBACH SAID his office 
has been seeking other sources of 
funding since they were notified 
of the new guidelines in October. 
He noted little new money has 
been located to date. 
Steinbach said Tutoring Servic-
es would keep a list of tutors for 
students wishing to hire them 
person ally. 
NOW HIRING 18 + 
If you are temporarily dis-
continuing your education ot 
can only work for a limited 
time, we may have the job for 
you. 
Our r.ganization needs sev 
eral men and women. 18 or 
over to work at least 3 months 
No esperience necessary. For 
i n t e r v i e w c a l l : 
433-7260 
READ 
the 
GUARDIAN 
,s»ct 
Make a 
March of Dimes 
# / 
165 E. Helen* St. 
224-1973 
p plasma alliance 
Open Daily 7a.m. plus 4 evenings 
Bnnus Good Until 
12-31-79 
Nurses wanted \ 
. * 
You'll be amazed at all the opportunities f 
and advantages the Army offers men \ 
i and women with BSN degrees: Opportunity to qualify for graduate degree programs and specialized schooling Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a liberal vacation policy 
Army nurse is a commissioned officer 
No basic training for nurses: just a basic orientation course to 
familiarize you with the Army Medical Department 
The chance to travei; time to do the things you enjoy 
For complete information on 
Army Nursing Opportunities, 
cali: Jerry Blessing 
550 Main 
Cincinnati 
684-2631 
or 884-2375 
L 
Opinion 
V 
University closing should 
be more considered 
to be a vending 
machine,you must 
exercise poujer. 
r r C.C-i 
3 
i p p ^ CL 
' F l 
LL 
(jam >N 3 
ask 
UJI+H no obligation 
-to return 
anything 
id make a 
praf ess 
W 
With the coming of winter there is the inevitible coming of bad. 
hazardous weather. The past three winters have been such that 
Wright State has closed a number of times. 
there was one time, however, when WSU did not close and no 
other University or college in the area remained open with WSU. 
On February 26, many Wright State students, faculty and staff 
stayed home rather than risk the treacherous snow and ice covered 
roads. 
One student who did not remain at her Wilmington home was 
Kimberly Rayman. On her way to the school Kimberly s car slid on 
ice on Trebein Road near Fairbom. 
She died March 4, 1979. of injuries sustained in that accident. 
At the time, the person who made the decision to remain open. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs. John Murray, was on vacation 
and unavailable for comment. The person who made a "strong 
recommendation" to remain open, Robert Francis, executive 
director of Facilities Operation, said he would still use the same 
criteria to make his recommendations to the President's Office. 
Lei us hope the criteria becomes more realistic. 
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Newspapers needs 
and news coverage 
By GAYLON VICKERS 
Guardian Editor 
Many people a! Wright State University have 
certain ideas about just how the Daily Guardian 
should or should not be run. The ideas about 
what this newspaper should cover and how it 
should cover these noteworthy happenings are 
as diverse as the degrees that are offered on this 
campus. 
Most of these ideas have no basis in the real 
world of news. 
For instance many people at WSU feel that 
the Guardian should work with the University 
officials to better educate the student as to the 
workings of the University and complexities 
that these complexities involve. With such 
understanding, they say, the student would be 
more willing to accept the problems that the 
University has. 
This theory has most often been proposed by 
University officials wanting their jobs to be 
easier. 
The major misconception in this statement, 
and a dangerous one at that, is that a newspaper 
should work with anyone for ihe benifit of that 
second party. It should not. 
This does not bar a newspaper from working 
with any individual or group ot' individuals for its 
own ends. Self-preservation is the first and 
most important goal of any business, and the 
Daily Guardian is still a business — although it is 
not one in the normal connotation. 
But. beyond profiting itself, a newspaper is 
charged with a trust that is as sacred as that 
which til the brandies of government are 
charged -• serving fjvt people. This is a trusi 
that newspapers can abuse as easily as 
politicians, elected to serve, can. 
The newspapers, unlike the politicians, do not 
directly serve ihe peopl- with laws and 
regulations that govern their lives, but seek io 
inform the public about the actions of those 
people who have been elected or appointed So 
serve them. 
Ail the University personnel from Robert J. 
Kegerrels to the instructor in an English 111 
class, fall directly into this last categoiy: They 
were appointed to their positions to serve the 
public of the State of Ohio. 
Thus, it is the responsibility of the Guardt?-
to imitate its older relatives hi the newspaper 
world and inform its readership (hopefully, the 
.tudent) about what actions taken by these 
appointed bureaucrats affect them. 
In doing this, we at the Guardian mus> 
remember something that many students 
probably do not consider: this person's job is 
due to my existence. While it is true that a 
University exists for more than the single reason 
of educating students, only a befuddled 
individual would attempt to argue that 
universities and colleges would exist if no 
students populated them. 
Knowing this, the Guardian's reporters must 
remember, when they are digging for the facts 
in a news story, that in this "news" situation 
most people they meet are attempting to use the 
newspaper in some way to achieve their own 
ends. These ends are normally to satisfy the 
public that they are adequately doing the job to 
which they were appointed. 
This may soynd overly sinister and somewhat 
paranoic, but t! is nothing more than the 
knowledge that every reporter should take to 
every "news" assignment There is nothing 
significant in this knowledge: just that every 
source may attempt to use the repoiter to 
his/her ends. 
It must also be remembered that this 
University is not significantly different from the 
surrounding business corporations. Little office 
politics rxist that include buttering up your boss 
and grandstanding for the public when it really 
wasn't your idea (although it was a good one!). 
H. I . Menken once remarked tiiat "University 
politics are so vicious because there is *> lit.lt at 
stake." 
Perhaps this is ths most difficult lessou for 
any student reporter to learn: t h « just because a 
person has a position and title »!th the 
University, lit older, has an office of their own, 
and has limited power they are allowed !o wield 
-- this does not mean that they tell the truth all 
the tim?. 
The reporter must dig for sad report as many 
credible sides of the truth exist -- even if this 
truth has t negative effect oc the University or 
its personnel. The tep.«rter has committed no 
wrong by writing One (ruth. The wrong, is not 
the fault oi th; reporter, but is rather the fa-ilt of 
the individual who committed it. 
»o not allow this most serious side of 
newspapers to give the impress to,, that 
newspapers are continually working on the 
investigative story of the year. Most often the 
!*ee 'Newspapers,' pace 5) 
*1979-80 Raider Basketball Issue * 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
"Steady Eddie" Crowe, Junior g a u d , hue 
for the 1979-80 Balden u seen here In the 
Oakland. Crowe panned In 17 points In thai 
of WSU'a high m n i Rodney B U M . 
c o m ) , only oae short 
Coach Underhill and his Raid-
ers get back to the college 
basketball season when they host 
Wilberforce Thursday, January 3 
at 7:30 p.m. in the WSU Physical 
Education Building. 
QUESTION MASKS IN the 
minds of Raider fans have to be 
State Msrauders. That game is 
set to get underway at 8:00 p.m. 
forth in the nation so I believe this 
season, with a better record and a 
WSU, 95—Indiana Cental, 84 
WSU, 92-Wayw State, 75 
WSU, 8?-Miami, 68 WSU, 99-Amwtrong Stats, 85 
The Wilberforce contest is the 
first of the new year for the 
Wright State men's basketball 
team, which ended the 1979 
Flenoil Crook whose shoulder 
injury has hampered him all year. 
Following the contest with the 
Wilberforce Bulldogs, the Raid-
ers •travel" to the University of 
Dayton Arena for the annual 
confrontation with the Central 
State Marauders. That game is 
set to get underway at 8:00 p. m. 
The first NCAA Division U 
ratings are due out the first week 
in January and llnderhill feels his 
Raiders will be among the top 
teams In the country. 
"WE W E U a-1 at thla point 
last season and we were rated 
fourth in the nation so I believe 
this season, with a better record 
andbetter team, we will be rated 
even higher. Ratings are nice, but 
I realize they really don't mean 
much at this point in the season." 
portion of the schedule with a 
perfect 9-0 record. 
THE RAIDER'S, LED by for-
nmiis Roman Welch and Rodney 
Benson, have averaged over 92 
points per game «/hile giving up 
just over 74 for a winning margin 
ot io points per contest. Welsh 
and Benson, both juniors, lead 
the Rciders in -.coring with 21.1 
and 16.1 per game averages 
respectively. 
Quarts Eddie Crowe and Bill 
Wilson are also playing well, 
averaging 12.? and 9.8 while • 
centei Steve Hartings is tossing 
ta 9.6 points per game. Junior 
Leon Manning is averaging 9.8 as 
the Racers' sixth mar. 
On the percentage side of the 
SUider coin, however, the team is 
led by Leor Manning who is 
shooting .623. Of the st-uting 
five, the highest sverage belongs 
to Roman Welsh at .615. 
THE HIGHEST percentage on 
the teim. belongs to freshman 
standout Clay Piekcring (.786). 
Pickering also manages to drtg 
down 4.8 rebounds pet game. 
"The players got a well-deserv-
ed break." stated Underhill. 
Underbill espects the Raiders to 
Sophomore To® Holiapfel flapbya nla deadly shooting tarm la of the 
action against Oakland. Kt.jdule is tough re we'll have to 
be ready to piay. Anytime you are 
undefeated, you had better be 
readv to play because everyone is 
laying for you. But that's the way 
wt like it." WSU, 115—St. Jottpli's, 81 
DAILY GUARDIAN BASKETBALL SPECIAL PAGE 2 
Raiders wrap-up the first third of their 
1979-80 season with perfect 9-0 record 
By CHUCKAKBACGH 
dlmn Sport* Writer 
The Wright Stale Raiders com-
piled a perfect 9-0 record before 
taking * break December 23. 
Their next game will be against 
willberforce January 3. 
The Raider's opened their 
season Dec. 1 with an 84-58 
victory over Oakland University. 
WSU's use of a full court press 
resulted in numerous Oakland 
turnovers which made the game 
into a rout. 
"WE RAN A control press in 
ball game, and this seemed to 
shake Oakland up. Our team got a 
lot of turnovers as a result of this 
press," said head coach Ralph 
Underhill. 
Deep bench 
The full court press is only one 
quality thai helped the Raiders to 
their impressive record. The play 
of .«e people coming off of the 
bench has been outstanding. 
Leon Manning, the Raider's 
sixth man was shooting at a .625 
rate after the Otterbein game 
December IS. Both starting for-
wards. Rodney Benson, and 
Roman Welch were shooting at a 
lower clip. Manning ended the 
1979 year with a 9.8 point per 
game average. 
Pickering save 
CLAY PICKERING SAVED 
WSU's clean mark during the 
Armstrong State game December 
10, collecting ten rebounds (the 
team high for that game). Not far 
behind that performance was 
Keith Miller hitting six for six 
from the freethrow line during the 
pressured filled Miami game. 
Wc have enough talent on this 
team that we really don't have to 
worry when we replace someone. 
I don't think we have ever had 
this much depth on our team." 
said Underhill. 
Strong offensive rebounding 
enabled the Raiders to maintain 
control in their games. Forwards 
Welch and Benson both tied the 
school record for most rebounds 
in » game. 
WELSH COLLECTED 19 re-
bounds against Wayne State 
while Benson picked off 19 
against Miami. Additional help 
on the boards by tlie likes of Steve 
Hartings (7.1 per game) and Leon 
Manning (5 per game) make 
Wright State solid under the 
baskets. 
The back court combination of 
senior Bill Wilson and junior 
Eddie Crowe provided a stabiliz-
ing influence, controlling the 
offense. Both Wilson and Crowe 
provided experienced floor lead-
ership. as well as consistent 
scoring. 
Senior centt; Steve Hartings 
has also come into his own. most 
recently scoring 19 points and 
grabbing 7 rebounds in WSU's 
win over Bellarmine. 
Dynamic duo 
WRIGHT STATE'S dynamic 
duo at the forward sopot, Roman 
Welch and Rodney Benson, have 
provided most of the offensive 
excitement this season. Benson is 
currently averaging over 16 
points a game, and has been a 
"smooth" terror under the board 
for the Raiders, with s 7.6 
avenge. 
Welch, the leading scorer at 
over 21 points per game, is a 
rugged performer with great 
one-on-one moves. Welsh com-
pares closely with former Notre 
Dame great Adrian Dantley. Both 
players arc seemingly impossible 
to stop once they have the ball 
inside, close to the basket. 
Flat game 
WSU has had no major scares 
as of yet. The closest the Raiders 
came to defeat was in a flat 69-64 
victory over Otterbein. Wright 
State did have to come from 
behind to defeat Campbellsville, 
Indiana Central, and Miami. 
TO DATE, THIS common Riid-
er problem h.'s not cost them the 
price of a game, although they 
have fallen as far behind as 20 
points this year. 
If this sort of Raider habit 
contiues. the games ahead should 
be full of suspense. 
Last year, the men's basketball 
team fell behind their opponents 
many times, once by as much as 
14 points. Many times the 20-8 
team went to the locker room at 
the half behind only to turn the 
game around in the second half. 
IN THEIR LAST game of the 
season, however, the Raiders 
trailed St. Joseph of Indiana 38-30 
at half time of the Great Lakes 
Regional Championship game. A 
slow start in the secotid half 
proved to be the Raiucr Oownia 1 
as they fell behind by as many »s 
18 points before rallying to a 
73-68 losing deficit. 
Wright State's first basketball 
game after the holiday break will 
take place on January 3. The 
Raiders will host WUberforce 
Collet . game time at 7.30 p.m. 
Bring on 
U. of D. 
If the Raiders come out on top 
in this game, the fans will 
probably chant. "We want U.D.. 
we want U.D." 
Perhaps it will mean a different 
U.D. this time, however. Instead\y 
of the University of Dayton, 
fans might mean, "Bring on' the 
number one team in the country, 
the University of Duke." 
TAKE THE 
TRANSIT BUS 
Serving W.S.U. From 
Beavercreek- Xenia - r 
Yellow Springs - Fair born i 
Schedules in Information \ 
Center Allyn Hall 
50* One-Way 
Vstudents Half Fare With /.D.j 
fcall376-2997or 429-9199\ 
The Transit j 
. \ 
1 WWSU 88.5 FM } 
+ So you want to be 
^ a star? 
WWSU is now 
accepting 
appfications 'or DJ.'s j 
** f « e e ^ at 044 University Center, t J 
SYLVER'S 
for the best in music, iaughs and spirits! 
w / Debbie Smith & Dennis Rotteman 
Tuesday-College I D Night 
Wednesday- OpenStage 
Thursday- Ladies Nite 
(HALF PRICE NITE) 
this weekend- C y o 
Thur. Fri.and Sat 
638 Watervliet 252-2252 
f W r * * i u,, 1 . r.4U*4 
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» 0 Keith Milter 
Jr 6-2 Louisville K 
3 3 Ftenotl Crook 
St , 6-8 Louisville Ky 
SAGA Bicycle Shop, 
Millett 
D m i c o n e 
Printing Services 
Don Mohr, 
director of athletics 
5 7 Eddie Crowe 
Jr, & 1. Carlisle 
2 2 Barry Turner 
F r . 6 0 Wiiminqlon 
A TRIESTER B U I L D I N G 
! Co^ch £? Four \ 
SAGA Rathskeliar 
« f aculty Lounee.UC 
Puta Clay Pickering 
Fr 6 5. Akron (HoBan 
Hoi/apl 
Greenville 
HOURS: / 
M-Th 11-11 I "* 
F & S 11-1? k 
Sun 12-10 V 
471 
DAYTON 
YELLOW 
SPRINGS 
FAIR BORN 
First National Bank 
of Fairborn 
Congratulations Raiders and 
good luck with your continued 
success--and after the games 
come on over to Mike & Rosy's 
and try any of our delicious 
selection of deli foods! 
4 Rodney Benson 
Ur 6-6 LoinSville 
4 0 Joe Fltzpetrick 
Sf , 6-6. Cincinnati 
Let us e n t e r t a i n y o u ! 
v s J«ft S'agg 
Jr. 6-5. Maron. Ind 
Ma na 
v> right 
« G O N DI5IBK 
SANI>WK*HU 
K i l Z K 
J 5 Leon Mar.nlng 
Jr 6-6. Indianapolis ma 
3 3 Flenoll Crook 
3 0 Bill Wilson 
Sr 6-2 Cor imb 
Wayne Sporting 
| | Goods 
the Student 
Government/Student Caucus :.l:z srw 
Roman Welcn 
Jr 5 3 
Ft Lauderdale. Fia 
3 2 Mike Zimmerman 
Jr 61. Kettering (Alter) 
Jim Collins 
DA£TON CROSS COUNTRY 
CENT? 
Book World] 294-0230 • • • * Ralph UndarMI 
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Junior guard Mike Zimmerman moke* • quick move to (he baakel 
In H u o n opener agabtat Oakland. Zimmerman aprtned hl« ankle 
with only one second remaining In the same. He mlaaed two guar* 
after that doe to the Injun. 
Januaiy 3-WHberforee-here- 7:30 
Worst behind 
But there are stil! a few to go 
By BOB CANADY 
Sporta Editor 
With the first third of the 
season behind ."hem the Wright 
State men's basketball team iooks 
ahead with v/hat has to be an 
optomistic viewpoint. 
The toughest part of the 
schedule is behind the Raiders in 
the likes of Armstrong State, 
Division 1 rival Miami, and 
Bellarmine already victims of the 
steamrolling WSU squad. The 
opponents ahead with the excep-
tion of two or three schools are 
nowhere near the caliber of the 
previously mentioned teams. 
This is not to say they will be 
automatic wins. But, if the 
Raiders play the type of basket-
ball they have heen playing and 
barring any tragic injuries, the 
Raiders should wind up in the W 
column no fewer than thirteen 
times in their remaining seven-
teen games. 
MANY OF THE teams that 
WSU will face lost to the Raiders 
last year or earlier this year. 
Teams like Indiana Purdue-Indi-
anapolis. Wilberforce, Northern 
Kentucky. Central State. Youngs-
town State and Elmhurst. were all 
victims of Wright State last year. 
They will also play Indiana 
Central, and St. Joseph's again 
after beating each in the first part 
of the season. 
The one thing that coach Ralph 
Underbill was worried about was 
the way the team of Junior 
College transfers ar.d the fresh-
men would blend together and 
play as a team. So far the Raiders 
have played pretty well as a unit 
and arc showing improvement 
each time out as they learn each 
others' moves. 
The Raiders will be without the 
services of two players the rest of 
the yetr. Freshman Barry Turner 
has been red-shirted for the 
remainder of the year as he is 
having problems with his leg. 
Senior Flenoil Crook is doubtful 
for the rest of the year. Crook, 
who missed all of practice and the 
first three gar.ies of the year with 
a dislocated shoulder re-injured it 
in practice. 
THE RAIDERS GO back into 
action tomorrow night against 
Wilberforce University at 7:30 in 
the P.E. building. They then 
move across town for their third 
game of the year at the U. D. 
Arena against Central Svate. All 
students are admitted to games 
free of charge with student I.D. 
and validation card. 
Jan. 7-Central $tate-UD-7:30 Jan. 9-ln<Sana-here-7:30 
Students like the new Raider 
By BOB CANADY 
Sport* Editor 
Wtrri. ihc Riiders ma-je their 
entrance onto the P.E. building 
floor on Dec. I. a half-hour before 
game time they revealed for the 
first time to the public their "new 
look". Bill Wilson led the way in 
the beige colored, silk looking 
worm-up pants and jackets. The 
small early arriving crowd greet-
ed them with an equal amount of 
cheers and whistles for the 
warm-ups. 
the side of the shorts. These got 
ar.etner round of cat-calls from 
the fans. 
Students' and the public's 
opinion was overwhelmingly fa-
voraole. "They're really nice 
looking. I like the idea of the 
colored jersey." said Junior Com 
munications major Mark Bumett. 
"It 's definitely an improvement 
on last year's. Yeah. I like 
them," he added. 
Freshman Randy Daniels com-
mented, "Really flashy and im-
pressive. I think they might be 
jacket and pants were i bit dull, 
being all beige. "I really didn't 
like the color. I didn't notice the 
jerseys, though." 
Junior Sociology major Jese 
McKeon remarked. "Tliey are 
very refreshing and pleasing to 
the eye. A very nice change of 
pace." 
Mrs. Jim O'Brien of Kettering 
was really e-cited by them. "I 
think they at very sporty looking. 
Jan. 12-Heidelberg-here-7:J0 
After they had completed a few 
drills, the Raiders trotted the 
length of the court to their bench. 
There they peeled off their jackets 
and showed a multi-green jersey 
with vecticle stripes on the lower 
half of the shirt. On the back read 
the first name of the player. This 
got the loudest responses of 
whistles and yells from the now 
increasing crowd. 
THE FINAL unveiling of the 
night was the new uniforms. 
They were a real glowy type of 
white with the Raider emblem on 
able to psych out a lot of teams 
with those, especially if they can 
get the band playing and the 
crowd excited before the game. 
After watching them play, they 
(the warm-ups) really go along 
with their style of play. I think it 
also exemplifies the coach, Ralph 
UnderhUI. You know, if we had 
had something like that at our 
high school...boy, we must really 
have a lot of money here." 
KATHY WHITE, A sophomore 
psychology major, thought the 
I really liked the striped shin with 
the name on it. I think that will 
help a lot of the people that watch 
them for the first time to easlier 
recognize and learn the names of 
the players. 1 think this Is just 
one of the few steps Wright State 
is taking to become the best and 
hopefully the most respected 
team in the trea. The ?.rst step, 
which also was the best move 
they will ever makejwas hiring 
Ralph Underbill." 
Raider Slats to date 
Player G FG FGA PCT. FT FT A Pet. 
Roman Welch 9 88 143 .615 14 23 .609 
Rodney Benson 9 63 108 .583 \9 30 .633 
F.ddie Crowe 9 46 85 .541 18 24 7S0 
Bill Wilson 9 35 81 432 18 24 .750 
Leon Manning 9 38 61 .623 12 23 .522 
Stive Martina,, 1 35 7b .460 16 23 .6% 
Keith Miller 7 10 23 .435 14 18 .778 
Clav Pickering 7 11 1*» .786 12 19 .632 
Jeff Bragg 9 10 2r .357 1 2 .500 
Mike Zimmerman S 3 12 .250 7 9 • 778 
Joe Fitzpatrick S 2 3 .667 4 5 .800 
Flenoil C«wi 3 4 9 .444 0 1 .000 
Tom Ho!/ap(el 6 2 12 .167 0 0 .000 
Barry Turner 3 \ 2 .500 1 2 .500 
Good Guardian luck 
Jan. 19-Bmhurst-here- 7:30 Jsn. 23- Marfan- hers - 7:30 
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Newspapers need to serve public with credible truth 
reporter, properly serving his/her readership, is 
not attempting to "educate" the reader as to the 
way the world really runs. No, the reporter is 
must often informing the public about the mr «t 
mu.idanc recommendations of some committee 
somewhere that may someday become policy 
that affects the public. 
This news is going to shatter no one's earth. 
It is merely going to better inferm the person 
nboul how the University works (notice the use 
of "informed" instead of "educated." 
Informed means that the reporter has uncovered 
as many credible sides of this non-startling truth 
as are available). This Is considered "soft 
news" and can even wind up on page one. 
A large body of stories that are produced by 
any "news" reporter are cabled "features" that 
do not necessitate this sort of suspicious mind. 
These stories are light and diverse in nature 
and do not normally involve any question of 
"how is this individual attempting to use the 
newspaper?" 
Rather, these stories involve a function 
different from the news stories, which attempt 
to inferm the public. Features attempt to 
entertain the public. 
But. features are not the major business of a 
newspaper. News stories are. and the Daily 
Guardian must keep in mind that it can be used 
to the ends of those people we quote in our news 
stories. 
Allied to features is entertainment copy. This 
includes, but is not limited to, record, movie and 
play reviews, book reviews, and humor 
columns. The reason these stories are allied to 
"soft news" is because they are written with the 
public in mind. 
What this means is that in most ca«es, the 
standards ol the particular area of "The Arts" 
are not really as weighty a concern as is whether 
or not the public will like the movie, play, 
sculpture....most of the public is not really 
concerned with questions of "is it art?" but is 
more concerned with the question of "will I like 
it?" 
In addition to informing and entertaining its 
audience, a newspaper also undertakes to 
interpret the news for its readers. This is a 
practice that should be relegated to the ed torial 
and opposite editorial pages. 
On these pages the newspaper attempts to 
spell out the significance to its readers as well as 
recommend attitudes the reader should take. 
This practice is based on the assumption that 
newspaper editors are better informed than the 
general public and, therefore, able to make 
more informed judgments. 
None of the material in tilis column should be 
taken as definitive statements on the field of 
journalism. All of the attitudes, however, are 
taken from the diverse field of journalism and 
apply especially to the Daily Guardian. 
The Joy of Xmas 
Writer Discloses that the Ultimate Value is Materialism 
By STEVE RABEY 
Special to the Dally Guardian 
One gauge of a society is its 
holidays. The answer to the 
questions. "What does a country 
celebrate?", and "How?, will tell 
us much about the ultimate 
direction of a nation and those 
things it considers important. 
We have room to be proud 
therefore that of our 36b days, 
quite a few are given over to 
reflect upon the deeper things of 
life. We have turkeys on 
thanksgiving bunnies on easier, 
reindeer for xmas. and clover for 
St. Patrick's Day. 
Also encouraging is that our 
businessmen seek to share with 
us their fruits at »hrfe jovous 
times An example ran he found 
ir. Acme Abortions Inc.*3 holiday 
offer: "Brighten the life of one 
you love by ending the life of one 
you don't I SO per cent off through 
December!" 
One man who had the courage 
to stand up against the religious 
window-dressing that is nosing its 
way into our xmas celebrations is 
Roger Florey. 
Florey's son. Justin, was en-
rolled in a kindergaten which 
included "Silent Night" in its 
xmas presentatio >. To court he 
went, and perhaps, next year, with 
the help of the Eight Circuit court 
of appeals in St. Louis, this 
blasphemy will not occur again. 
Thank gosh that the citizens of 
Denver told the people from the 
city building !o get that horrible 
nativity removed! 
Hip hooray that in the Interna-
tional Year of the Child, children 
are finally getting tht parental 
concern and guidance they de-
serve. That this care is coming 
from new thinking toys rather 
than human-types should cause 
no great stir. 
However, J. Fred Bucy. presi-
dent of Texas Instruments, manu-
facturer of the computer chips 
used in the electronic playmates 
states, "I think school teachers in 
the next decade are going to see a 
new kind of animal walking 
through their dor.rs." 
While Da!i has been painting 
him a la surrealism, and "God-
spell" and "Jesus Christ Super 
star" have left him in the grave, it 
is encouraging that Newsweek is 
closing the decade by granting us 
intellectual certainty on who 
Jesus really is(v.as). 
In their cover story on this man 
of mystery. Newsweek proclaim-
ed the true nature of the biblical 
infancy narratives: "To scholars 
of the New Testament, they are 
not history at all." That rligion is 
still possible, even if based upon 
abject fantasy, is also encourag-
ing. 
Our laws are coming around 
too. Instead of the flimsy base 
formerly provided by the Judeao-
Christun heritage, our laws are 
not founded upon the so'id rock of 
the new secular religion. HU-
MANISTIC MATERIALISM! Ail 
power and glory to man and 
visibles! 
Perhaps Sartre was right when 
he said that a finite poitt has no 
meaning without an infinite refer-
ence point. Therefore let Si 
rejoice in our mc.minglessness. 
and the freedom that gives! 
So take courage. Those who 
attempt to infiltrate our holidays 
with these cryptic references to 
Christ, etc., will be silenced. 
Here's hoping your xman was 
happy, and that the next decade 
will be more so. 
[.Vfrve Rabey. B.S. Ed.. WSU 
6/79, is currently corrupting the 
minds of the youth of bustling 
An son ui. Ohio, as an English 
instructor at the high school. He 
also writes a weekly entertain 
ment column for the Greenville 
Advoc-itc. and hopes to someday 
start an ancient religion and get 
very 
Ball State professor 
Irequests information 
on present student 
maturity 
The i'aity Guardian is cooperating with Ball 
State professor William A. Sutton in his survey 
concerning the maturity of college students 
today. 
The following article is self-e. ilainatory and 
the results will be published in the Daily 
Guardian at a later date. 
An Inquiry Concerning Student Maturity 
As a college teacher unci (with time out 
for World War V. military service), the 
undersigned for years resisted the generaliza-
tion about each new crop of college students that 
it was less prepared for studies and less 
appreciative of the development opportunities, 
subsidized by society, placed at its disposal. 
Gradually, however, he has felt it necessary to 
at least suspect thet some important changes 
have taken place in the student population and 
possibly in regard to the way they are treated by 
colleges and universities. 
TWO INCIDENTS MAY be cited as repre-
sentative of events which arouse suspicion that 
students may be generally less mature: 
• (1) Last summer a student was consistently 
late for class. When questioned, he saio it was 
because '.he bus did not arrive at the building till 
fifieeiwninutesaft«dassstarted^il^shro£^^ 
off the idea that he ought to have taken the bus 
which arrived fifteen mt'iutes before the class 
started. 
(21 In August a person, presumed to be a 
disgruntled student, opened valves on first .and 
fifth floors of a building, causing flooding 
damage. (This excited officials so gicatly they 
said repair woulo cost $150,000; a calmei. later 
estimate was about $1,000.) 
THE QUESTION WHICH 'S posed to 
members of stud;n: bodie . faculties, and staffs 
of 100 American colleges and universities is 
this: Granted thai people who »'e students may 
be expected to be in the process of reaching 
mafurity and may thus be cxpected to be subject 
to greater degrees of selfishness and careless-
ness thar. would be <•«sired, is now either a 
greater degree of u^restrained emotionality 
(including lacV of desire to cooperate with the 
obvious and legitimate objectives «sf the 
intvitutions tu which they are enrolled) than 
formerly (on the one hand) or than should be 
toterted (on the other)? 
Responses should be directed tc WUlit>m A. 
Sutton. Department of English, Ball State 
University, Muncit. Indiana, 47306. A summary 
ct responses received by January 'S will be 
submitted to cooperating student newspapers. 
- w • • v w 
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NCC 1701 moves again 
Shatner can't see Enterprise moving through space without him 
By CHUCK STEVENS 
Guardian Managing Editor 
Shatner: "I considered not 
doing it (reviving the role), but 
then. I couldn't see it going on 
without me." 
Admiral James T. Kirk (por-
trayed by William Shatner) has 
grown restless >n the two and half 
years since the Starship Enter-
prise's famous five year mission 
of exploration has ended. Tired 
of his position Earthside. he 
yearns for a command again. The 
opportunity for such presents 
itself when Starfleet learns that a 
supreme force has entered Feder-
ation territory on a direct course 
for earth. The Federation obser-
vation outpost Epsilon Nine cap-
tures, via sensor drones, the 
horrifying destruction of three of 
the Klingon's finest Star Cruis-
ers, it also provides an errie 
transmission of its own destruc-
tion. later, by the same force. 
SINCE THIS unknown entity is 
t ia\el ing at such a high speed 
(Warp seven) no Starfleet vessels 
i re able to intercept it. save 
one -the USS Enterprise-still in 
orbital dry dock above the Earth, 
being updated and modified. 
Kirk eagetly returns aa Captain of 
the vessel surrounds himself 
This, then, is the plot of Star 
Trek-The Motion Picture. It 
concerns Itself cot only with the 
"Great Human Adventure" but 
with the reunion of the principle 
characters as well. 
The story' picks up with Kirk 
ready to resume command of the 
vessel, being beamed abourd 
from Starve! Headquarters in 
San Francisco, where he fanagled 
command of the Enterprise. 
CHIEF Engineer ScottlJames 
Doohan), sporting a new found 
mustache, takes Kirk on a 
thrilling and spectacular tour of 
the exterior of the newly outfitted 
craft. It is stupefying for both 
Kirk and series faithfuls, and may 
well be the most emmotional 
sequence in the film. 
I he fust hour is truly a aengnt 
for fans of the now defunct series. 
More of a family reunion than 
anything else, the audience laugh 
ed approvingly at the rantings of 
crazy ol' f*oc McCoy (played by 
Deforest Kellvl and were genu-
inely glad that he hadn't changed 
much. They felt sympathy fot 
Commander Decker (Stephen 
Collins), puzzelment at Science 
Officer Spock's (Leonard Nimoy) 
blzzare behavior and worried, 
along with Kirk, whether or not 
he was still capable command. 
It is also a Science Fiction story 
more in the classical vein. It has 
even recruited Issacc Asimov as a 
science advisor. There is very 
little of the Space Cowboy syn-
drome that is found in some of the 
popular Science Fantasy*. (Bat-
tlcstar Galactica and The Black 
Hole, for example). The confron-
tations are menial and emmotion-
al, ranging from basic to complex 
at the film's ending. A treat for 
true Science Fiction fans. 
WHILE THE FILM is an 
excellent one, it docs suffer some 
shortcomings. Although the 
special effects are exciting there 
tends to be an excess of them. 
This is both unfortunate and 
unnecessary since the characteri-
zation is sufficient and sometimes 
more interesting than the effects. 
A most notable example occurs in 
the scene env..lving the penetra-
tion of the Alien Craft's outer 
regions by the Enterprise. There, 
we sec a collage of formless 
structures that, while mildly 
interesting, detract from our true 
interest, the feelings and sensa-
tions of the crew. 
It is painfully obvious that the 
$42 million dollars Paramount 
invested in the picture went 
largely for special effects, as they 
consume half of the film time. It 
is further obvious that Director 
Robert Wise and Creator Gene 
Roddcnberrv did not have full 
creative control. The story is 
diluted in ordet to insure the 
widest possible viewership. One 
reading of the novel written by 
Roddenberrv and based on the 
screen play by Harold Livingston 
from the story by Alan Dean 
Foster shows his version to be 
more mature, interesting, and 
dependent on the characterization 
of the players rather than the 
special effects. The book is better 
than the film version. 
Still, Star Trek-The Motion 
Picture can boast an interesting 
script, an intelligent story line. 
dazzeling special effects and a 
certain undeniable charm. Most 
of the audience has grown up on 
the TV series (it debuted in 1966) 
and they feel as if they know each 
of the characters personally. 
THE OLD platitudes that made 
the series so popular are siill 
there, logic versus emmotion this 
time, and is blessed with a 
desirable, if somewh.it empheri-
cal ending And v/hile it 25 
million fans will enjoy it, those 
who never liked 'he TV show 
probably won't think much more 
of the film. No one gets laser 
beamed to death. 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT -
Under the provisions of the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act of 1974, a student has the right to withhold the 
release of public information to persons or institutions outside the 
university. Public information includes: 
College .school, or division of enrollment 
class rank 
dates of enrollment 
degree(s) earned,if any 
date(s) of degree(s) earned 
major 
honors 
PubBc information, as defined by the University, is different 
from directory information-name,address, and telephone number 
of the student-which is withheld when the student checks 
appropriate box on any quarter's registration form. 
Any currently enrolled student wishing to prevent the release 
of pubic informatlon'during the fall quarter should complete c 
request form in the office of Student Development, Allyn Hall 
no later than Jan. 11,1960. 
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Obadiah's 
Live Country Rock Thur.-Sat. 
Blue Grass Sun. w / Sun. liauor 
ijy 960 W. Centerville Rd. 434-6967 
THE FINEST Country ROCK Night Club 
Club in Town 
x 
, 
Jan. 3,4, & 5 Bramble 
CL'C* 
277 8928 
CLICK 
CAMERA SHOPS 
News Shorts 
V 
Wednesday 
Student Teacher* 
Applications tor student 
teaching, library practice, spe-
cial cd practicum, rehab pract-
ice m, and school nurse practi-
cum are available January 2 
through January 16. 1980 in 
225 Millett. 
Weekend 
Dane Audition# 
Dance Theatre Dayton will 
be auditioning for members of 
the new 1980 Jazz Company, 
under the direction of the new 
director. Deborah De Rado. 
Aditians will be held on 
Saturday. January 5 from 10 
AM - 12 noon, and on Sunday. 
January 6 from 2 - 4 PM at the 
Performing Arts Anne* of the 
Riverbend Arts Centei, 142 
Riverbend - Just off Riverside 
Drive. For more information, 
contact Kevin Moore at 225-
5189. Dance Theatre Dayton is 
sponsored by the City of 
Dayton. Division of Recreation 
COMTNGUP 
Wright State University's 
College of Continuing and 
Community Education is offer-
ing Individual Development 
and Education Advancement 
(IDEA) refresher courses.from 
January 7 to March 14 Mon-
days, Wednesdays, ard Fri-
days from Sam to 2pm at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base. 
The courses are free of 
charge and intended to pro-
vide an opportunity lor mili-
tary personnel to improve their 
abilities for college or new job 
assignments, to develop job 
related skills and explore new 
directions. 
For more information, con-
tact the Base Education Office, 
Area C, Building 2, room 18. 
at 257-6586, or call Wright 
State University at 873-2460. 
Ohio American Legion Com-
mander dement C. Dombrow-
tkl of Toledo has announced 
an Immediate special project 
which aaka all resident* of 
Ohl» to fly their American 
flag* every day aa a meana of 
shooing support of oar host-
age* hi the U.S. Embaaay In 
Iran, and of the United State* 
government'* effort* 2o obtain 
their release. 
By flying»our flag each day, 
Commander Dombrewskl Mat-
ed, It will *how, not only the 
Iranian people, bat the werid, 
that the American a n s^lidh 
behind their government dar-
ing thl* time of tcrioat crisis. 
Student Him Award* 
The Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Sciences and 
the Academy Foundation have 
announced plans fcr the Sev-
enth Annual Student Film 
Awards competition for film 
students at accredited U.S. 
colleges, universities, art 
schools and film s Stools. 
To be eligible for competi-
tion. a film must have been 
completed after April 2. 1979, 
in a student-teacher relation-
ship within the curriculum of 
an accredited school. 
Cash awards of $1,000 may-
be given in each of four 
categories: animation, docu-
mentary. dramatic and experi-
mental. Up to two additional 
merit awards of $500 each also 
may be given in these categor-
ies. An honorary award of 
$750 may be granted at the 
Academy's discretion. Win-
ning students will be flown to 
Los Angeles for the awards 
ceremony. 
The entry deadline for Ohio 
is March 24, 1980, while April 
1 is the entry deadline for the 
remaining five regions. 
More information about the 
Student Film Awards p-ogram 
may be obtained by contacting 
any of the regional coordina-
tors or Karen D. Arandjelovich 
, Program Administrator, at 
the Academy, 8949 Wilshire 
Boulevard. Beverly Hills, Cal-
ifornia 90211. (213) 278-8990. 
Job* - Federal Government 
Seeking an entry level job 
with the Federal Government? 
Don't want to take the 
P.A.C.E.? The Social Security 
Office has a new selection 
procedure. For further infor-
mation and pre-application 
forms, contact: 
Department of Career Plan-
ning and Placement 
126 Student Services 
873-2556 
University Honors 
The University Honors Com-
mittee is accepting proposals 
for courses to be offered in 
1980-81. The Committee may 
approve two kinds of courses 
for Honor credits: otv.es that 
count toward the University's 
General Education require-
ment and University Honors 
Seminars. Registration in Ho-
nor classes is open to ail 
students who have a GPA of 
3.0 or better. Honors courses 
are distinguished by small 
class size end a high degree of 
student participation. Please 
contact the Honors office • 163 
Millett. 873-2660 or James 
Hughes, chairman of the Ho-
nors Committee for further 
information. Proposals should 
be submitted to the Honors 
Office by January 22. 
NBC Research Programs 
The National Research cou-
ncil announces its 1980 Re-
search Associateship 
Programs which will provide 
postdoctoral opportunities for 
scientists and engineers in the 
fields of Atmospheric Sc Earth 
Sciences. Chemistry. Engine-
ering. Environmental Scienc-
es, Life Sciences, Mathema-
tics. Physics. Space Sciences. 
NRC Research Associates 
will conduct research on prob 
lems largely of their own 
choice in selected federal re-
search laboratoies at various 
geographic locations in the 
United States. The programs 
are open to recent recipients of 
the doctorate and. in many 
cases, to senior investigators 
also. Some programs are open 
to non-United States nationals. 
Over 200 new awards will be 
offered on a competitive basis 
in 1980. The basic annua! 
stipend (subject to income tax) 
will be $18,000 for recent 
recipients of the doctorate. 
Higher stipends will be deter-
mined for senior awardees. 
Awards will include relocation 
allowances and limited sup-
port for professional travel 
during tenure. Awards gener-
ally will be for one year 
periods. Senior applicants 
may request shorter tenures. 
Applicants to the NRC must 
be postmarked by January 15. 
1980. Awards will be announ-
ced in April. 
Application materials and 
detailed information about 
specific opportunities for re-
search and the federal labora-
toies which participate should 
be requested proptly from the 
Associateship Office, JH 
608-D1, Nation.tl Research 
Council. 2101 Constitution Av-
enue. NW, Washington. DC 
20418, telephone (202) 389-
6554. 
v. U&i&M 
Teachers Sought 
Teachers who have an in-
terest in being a part of an 
innovative and challenging 
educational process ere being 
invited to become aware of the 
programming being provided 
by the Montgomery County 
Board of Mental Retardation. 
There are currently four 
schools operated by the Board, 
offering a complete range of 
educational activities for the 
mentally retarded and deve-
lopmentaUy disabled in the 
county. Teachers possessing a 
Bachelor's degree and certifi-
cation by the Ohio Department 
of Education are welcome to 
learn more about Stow they cvn 
be a part of a team effort by 
contacting 890-3080. 
Substitute classroom Aids 
will aiso be needed throughout 
the year. Anyone interested 
possessing • high school edu-
cation and preferably, some 
experience working with child-
| ren, may contact 890-3080. 
News Shorts 
typed, doable-spaced an-
nouncement* of Interest to the 
University communlti. 
Also, New Shorts are pri-
marily for the me of non-profit 
New* aborts ate 
service offered by The Daily 
G.uirdian to tamps* and area 
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be 
paid announce men ta amy be 
Included. 
For further Information or 
submission of New* Short*, 
contact Sob Myers, New* 
editor, at The Daily Guardian, 
846 UC or extension 2505. 
The Daily Guardian reserves 
the right to edit for style and 
spare consideration*. 
Great Decision 
It's not too late to get 
involved with the staff Great 
Decisions study group. It's 
purpose is to give busy adults 
an opportunity to learn some-
thing about foreign affairs. 
The study group will meet 
winter quarter over lunch. If 
you are inter r ed in participa-
ting. please call Mary Keaton 
at 2660. 
Members needed for W.A.C. 
Attention males and fe-
males, anyone interested in 
Women's Actio:. Collective 
getting involved in projects or 
setting goals for the 80's. 
Need members to do this. 
Contact Teresa Thompson by 
J31. 
Children's Swimming 
Wright State University will 
offer a 10 week swimming 
instruction program for child 
ren ages five to 13. beginning 
January 8. 
Beginning through pre-
competitive sections will meet 
weekly. 
All classes will be taught in 
the Physical Education Build-
ing. with perking available at 
the adjacent visitor's lot. Cost 
of the courses is $25.00 per 
student. Registration closes 
January 3. Information is 
available by calling 873-2460. 
Real K.state Apralser* 
The Society of Real Estate 
Appraisers will offer $300 
scholarships for students in 
the business area of study who 
show an interest in real estate 
or appraising. The scholarship 
is to be used for tuition 
purposes, and can only be 
awarded to students who are 
degree candidates. 
For further information, see 
Missy Winchell. Office of 
r ,nancial Aid. 129 Student 
Services. 
Bable* Course 
Sinclair Community College 
Early Childhood Education 
Department will b i osiVring 
'MOTHERS AND 11AE1ES" 
...loving anri learning with 
your young chiM. beginning 
January It , for el'veil weeks. 
"Mothers and Babies" 
workshop is directed toward 
»ays to enhance parent/child 
experiences experiences tl'.at 
foster the child's development 
and nurture his curiosity for 
maximum learning. Fcr the 
parents. "Mothers and Bab-
i-s" is * direct avenue that 
leads to positive ways of 
experiencing the joys if being 
your child's most important 
tew: her. 
"MOTHERS AND Babies" 
is open to all mothers and their 
babies ranging in Age from 
approximately 6 weeks to 12 
months. Classes are held each 
Friday morning (10:00-11:30) 
beginning January 11. 
For more information and 
pre-registration forms phone 
226-2502. 
Debate Team 
The W.S.U. Debate team 
•von second place at the 
Otterbein Invitational Tourna-
ment. The team, consisting of 
Kelli Gilmote. Nancy Royers. 
Shawen Spearman and Ken 
wallingford, had a recora oi 
6-2, defeating such teams as 
California state and Bowling 
Green. Dr. Gene and Barb 
Eakins were judges at the 
tournament. The Eakins are 
from the communications 
dept. 
Friends of Recreation 
The Division of Recreation, 
as part of its new "Friends of 
Recreation" program, an-
nounces the formation of a 
speakers' bureau. Any inter-
ested group or organization 
can book a speaker for their 
next meeting free of charge by 
calling the division of recrea-
tion during business hours at 
225-5189. Included in the 
presentation is an interesting 
10 minute slide presentation 
on free recreational activities 
the Division of Recreation 
offers to Dayton and its 
surrounding communities, and 
a five minute question and 
answer session. For more 
information contact the Divi-
sion of Recreation at 225-5189 
or Robert Eamhart at 228-0436. 
Opera Internship* 
The Cincinnati Opera will 
have openings for production, 
administration, accompanying, 
and design interns for the 
summer weeks of the 1980 
season. 
The Production Interns will 
be involved with stage man-
agement, assistant directing, 
and production co-ordination. 
(This as opposed to an intern's 
being assigned specifically to 
only one department.) These 
interns should have consider-
able musical training and 
foreign language ability in to 
more purely theatrical skills 
The design applicants must 
demonstrate both talent and 
practical ability in their chosen 
area (costumes, sets, or lights). 
Interested applicants may 
write Cincinnati Opera. Atten-
tion: Lenore Rosenburg. Pro-
duction Manager, 1241 Elm 
St., Cincinnati. Ohio 45210, 
phone 513-612-19)9. for forth 
er information. A letter of 
interest should be accompan-
ied by a resume. Applications 
should be made by February 1, 
1980. 
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Classifieds 
GBI^HUI c t a M i f M ada a n 
free to Wilahl SUto tMwnt ty 
•ladrnti u d ten craU per 
word for all other*. AU free ad* 
will appear a mailman of two 
timet anless resubmitted. 
Forma may be obtained at the 
(.uardmn odiet, 046 Unl 
wanted 
NEEDEDi PERSONAL case 
attendent for male dorm stu-
dent. Contact Bill iu room 
I38-A immediately. 
NEEDED: Person to do 
occasional attendant care for 
disabled person.Call 254-1281. 
11-21. 
WANTED: Volunteer aides for 
learning disabled and behav-
iorallv handicapped children. 
Please contact South Dayton 
School. 426-5000. 
NEEDED for a childless 
genetically deprived couple, a 
surrogate mother. All replies 
confidential. Please reply:Bo» 
615 mid City Station Dayton. 
Ohio 45402. 
NEEDED: SOMEONE with a 
van with lift to transport me to 
and from the shopping malls. 
1 will pay eash for the service. 
Contact me(Charlotte Jewett) 
at mailbox X508 or call after 
8 p.m. at 275-1581. 
PREPARE FOR law school 
admission test call 836-7157. 
LOCAL NIGHTCLUB interest-
ed in contacting capable stand-
up comedians &/or magicians; 
contact Duane Puckett. Syl-
ver's Supper Club 252-2252 
6:00pm-9:00pm. 
PART TIME delivery help 
wanted mornings and eve-
nings at Clan Mills studios - in 
Easttown Shopping Center 
(258-2114). Salem Square 
Shopping Center (277-5466), 
and Forest Park 'hopping 
Center (274-1695). Must have 
auto and insurance. Must 
apply during business hours. 
WAITERS. WAITRESSES, 
cooks and bartenders. Evening 
hrs.. part time, call 223-6902 
for more information. 
PART-TIME EMPLOYEES to 
work at the G.S.A. at the 
Federal Records Center. 3150 
Bertwynn Dr. Dayton. OH. 
Starting pay is $3.57 oer hour. 
Please call 225-2852 or stop in 
to apply. 
GUITAR PLAYER wanted for 
swious. progressive rock band 
Beck. Kansas. Allman Bros.. 
Cream, etc. Please leave name 
and information in N471, or 
„U 848-4989. 
IF THERE IS anyone H » 
understands music (major A 
minor chords, scales, etc.) I 
would appreciate your help. I 
a m in Music 165 and am 
confused about some sections. 
It would probably take an hour 
of your time. Please contact 
me soon. Alicia. 878-3627 or 
(329. 
I NEED A part-time maintain-
ance employee. Pay is $4 an 
hour for apartment complexes. 
Experienced. Call 434-2482. 
BUS DRIVER needed right 
away. Small van. phone 274-
2811 or 293-1020. Dayton area, 
must like children. 
NEED A W&g-JtyEjvb? 
Earn extra money distributing 
quality Shaklec Products 6-12 
hours per week. Opportunity 
for unlimited growth. Call 
429-1715 for more info. 
NOW HIRING DRIVERS.Good 
job for students, apply in 
person to Bvccalo Catering, 
Inc. at Fairgrounds Terrace 
Eldg.. Montgomery Co. Fair-
grounds between 1:30 - 2:30 
Mon - Fri only.EOE. 
I I 2. 
$353.88 WEEKLY guaranteed 
$58.90 Daily, Start immediate-
ly. Homework. Free. Green-
wood's. 4412 Primrose Lane. 
P.O.Box 552 Wright Bros. 
Branch. Dayton. OH 45409. 
EASY EXTRA INCOME! 
$500/1000. Stuffing envelop-
es-Guaranteed. Send self ad-
dressed. stamped envelope to: 
Dexter Enterprises 3039 
Shrine PI. La. Ca 90007 
GET IN ON the ground floor 
with NOVA-the most exciting 
new company in the wide open 
health field. Make your own 
hours, be your own boss. 
CASH, every month 1 Call 
461-6191 or Med School mail-
box #84. 
LIKE TO HELP an orphan 
puppy or kitten? C lip your dog 
or cat coupons fron the news-
paper and save your tapes 
from Dorothy Lane Market. 
Turn these in to mailbox # 
K164 and we (Co 141 class) 
will give the - to SISCA 
(Society for Improvement of 
Conditions for Stray Animals). 
roommates personals 
ROOMMATE WANTED mak-
er female to share 2-bedroom 
apartment, close to WSU. ask 
for Joel at X3161 or 252-2953 
after 6pm 
ROOMMATE WAN FED male 
or female to share 2 bedroom 
apatiment. Ask for Joel at 
X316I or at 252-2953 after 
6pm. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share townhouse apertment 10 
minutes from WSU. $83.00 per 
month!plus utilities). Contact 
Chip at Allyc Hall mailbox 
N-378. 
ROOMERS WANTED to 
share large house Forest 
Ridge call Joan 233-4672. 
TO SHARE: 3 bedroom 
townhouse. $85 plus 1/3 utilit-
ies. 4 miles from WSU Call 
236-4090 after 6pm. Ask for 
Mike or Steve. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED: To 
share completely furnished 
3-bedroom home in Fairborn 
with 27 yr. old working male. 
Really nice place $120.00 per 
month! includes all utilities A 
phone). Call 878-80b7(eves) or 
399-9263(days) ask for Jeff. 
ROOMMATE WANTED- 2 
bedroom apt. Van Buren. 1/2 
rent and utilities = 100.00. 
Female. Must not be adverse 
to cats, fish or Sci-Fi. Call 
Jacqui or leave a note in R146. 
Can move in ASAfvN^21. 
LOOKING FOR ONE room 
mate • male or female. Maple-
view Apts. Rent is $91.67 per 
month. Contact Clarence at 
878-1037. " - 7 . 
FEMALE ROOMMATE want-
ed to share Bonnie Villa apt. 
1/3 rent and utilities, call 
429-0067, 
FEMALE ROOMMATE want-
ed: To share a three bedroom 
house with 2 other students. 
House has large yard, ftre 
place, washer & dryer, and is 
located in a nice neighborhood 
only 5 mins. from WSU. Call 
429-9928. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED to 
share 3 bedroom house in 
Fairborn. 10 minutes from 
WSU. Nice place, quite atmo-
spere. completely furnished. 
$12.00 month includctall utilit-
ies). Call 878-8067 eves and 
weekends. 1-2. 
DEAR BRUCE. My love for 
you will never end. Be mine 
forever, stay my friend. Keep 
mc happy, please be true. 
Always remember. 1 love you. 
Your Love. Hell on Wheels. 
DEAR GINNY and Denise: 
Had a great time at the Dixie. 
Hope you girls will molest us 
again. Signed, The Thanks-
giving Turkeys. 
The Wright State University 
Circle K Club will meet 
Tuesday evenings al 7:00pm in 
041 U.C. Come learn of cur 
various service projects within 
Ihe local community. Gel 
DEAR BUZZARD - 1 love 
you now and forever! Love, 
Peaches 
233. 
Just a note to let you ladies 
know we are thinking of vou. 
lake care. Love. 432. 
DEAK BECKY. I hope your 
week is going well and you like 
a!! y«s» surprises so far. Keep 
smiling and looking for more 
clues!? Your Utile. 
rides 
J 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
North Smithvilie Rd - 2 one 
bedroom unit'i. $160- - 1 one 
bedroom unit. $145. Clean, 
appliances furnished, year 
lease, no pets. 223-4801. 
IVY MANOR Apartments: 
165 W. Funderburg Rd., De-
luxe 1 and 2 bedroom apart-
ments Minutes to WPAFB 
and WSU. Save $50 - $70 per 
month, we furnish heat, fur-
nished and unfurnished. Shott 
term leases available. Some 
apartments adapted for handi-
capped From $175. 878-3871. 
11-16. 
for rent 
vermity Crater. 
Paid ads will appear aa 
many times aa requested by 
the advertlaer. Payment 
should accompany the order 
lor non-atndent ads. No Clsae-
fled ada will be accepted over 
the phone. 
FOR RENT: Beavercivek. 
2-3 bedroom house Ideal for 
couple with i-2 children or 2-3 
students. J5 minutes from 
campus, i250/month p\is util-
ities. Deposit and 1 year iea.se. 
426-7094. 
ADOPT-A-CAT-The Wright 
State University Police Depart-
ment finds itself taking care of 
four ki;;.?ns(-ine female, three 
males) and their mother. If 
you want any of ihe five, 
contact 873-2111. Any officer 
should be able to help. Ali 
housebroken. 1-2 
URGENTLY NEED RIDE 
from home tc. WSU a; 9:30 
a.m. Also from WSU to heme 
3:30 p.m. If can held either 
time please call 878-2459. Live 
I 1/2 miles from WSU. 
RIDE NEEDED to Oxford 
(Miami (!) and back. Will pay-
expenses. contact Eric. Box U 
145 ot phone 253-4940 
RDM-H WANTED to share 
expanses ,o North Carolina. 
Both or one way. Leave 
Wednesday and return ihe 
weekend. Steve 256-4592. 
found 
FOUND. WOMEN'S watch. 
Call and identify after 9:00p.n 
for sale 
FOR SALEi cords of fire-
wood at a good rate for 
students. David Norris, phone 
845-9110. 
FOR SALE: WALNUTS! Fresh 
off the trees. $3.00 for large 
gracery bag - full. Will deliver 
to WSU campus Contact Pam 
B45 to make arrangements. 
FOR S A l E - j ^ W ? r e -
cords of firewood. Pickup and 
delivery. For info - Box H202 
or 256-4592. 11 
FOR SALEi Matching couch 
and chair, orange and green 
tweed. Good condition. 
175.00 Call Mrs. James 879-
2043. 
FOR SALE: Well trained sor 
rel gelding. $500 426-5109. 
FOR SALE: Western Saddle, 
good condition, $75. Call 299-
3377 or mailbox 1356. 
FOR SALE: Glass display 
case. 70 3/4"w X 20 1/4'd X 
38 3/4"h. no inside shelves. 
$100.00 or best offer. Old. 
Call Diane at 873-2996 before 
5:00 or at 1-372-2665 after 
6:00pm. 
FOR SALE: Columbus Elec-
tric Stove. Good condition. 
$20. Call between 7-8pm. 845-
1793. 
FOR SALE: 2 "WHO" 
tickets - Contact Nora Frese 
Allyn Hall *E515 or Hamilton 
Hall #125-B. 
GRAND PIANO. Steinway. 
Mohagany. 5' lO'/i". Built 
1918. Rebuilt 1978 by Fitz-
simmons. 237-8462. 
NIKKO 7075 am/fm steteo 
reccivec 60 watts per channel. 
2 RTR speakers. 60 watts per 
channel. Hire wheel cover fo>-
1978 Buick Regal. Will accept 
a reasonable offer. Call 
256-5934 evening or week-
ends. 
FOR SALE: Two Goodyear 
B-78-13 Snow tires, used one 
winter. $35 Contact either 
U-30 or 890-1799. 
FOR SALE: "79 Blaizer. 4 
wheel drive, fully equiped, 
loaded with extra, low mile-
age. Must sell immediatly. 
836-4525. 
FOR SALE: ' 3 Pinto wagon. 
$700.00. Call 236-8726 after 
6pm. 
FOR SALE: 1<571 Karman 
Ghia v.w. 30 m.p.g. 4-speed. 
Possible collector's item. Must 
sell within two weeks. $600 or 
best offer. 878-8165. 
1977 T BIRD. $3400. Sharp 
car. Luxurious and economi-
cal. Selling because we bought 
a '79. Huber Heights. 233-
8499. 
•7! FIREBIRD Excellent 
condition. No rust. $1500. C 
859-0957 evenings and we 
eitfs. 11-16. 
FOR SALE: 1971 Mavyrick 
2 door - 6 cylinder, autoqxtiq 
trans. Brakes, tires. b a t h e s 
and exhauit system itfgood 
condition. Asking $55a.Cail 
433-3004. . j l -21 . 
To the Editor... 
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Food business 
To the Editor; 
In the November 16 issue of the 
Guardian, the following faculty 
members'. Msty L. Duke, Sharon 
Fisher and H. Ira Fritz, respond-
ed to a letter I wrote, appearing in 
the November S issue of The 
Guardian. 
My letter asked that we the 
•.tudents. staff and faculty mem-
bers join forces to demand the 
evaluation of WSU food services. 
After extensive campaigning and 
meeting with the food services 
committee, I recognize some 
improvement having been made 
in esisting services, however 
there is a need to address each 
paragraph of the faculty memb-
ers' letter. 
Upon the inquiry of several 
students. I found they where 
unable to define what foods 
construct a type A lunch. A 
student whose major is dielitics 
here at WSU was no* familiar 
with this terminology, I suggest 
in the future . that you be more 
specific. 
To your statement, high empty 
calories, (which you obviously felt 
the need to qualify) this is merely 
a matter of semantics. 
My reference to junk food did 
not pertain to vending machines 
on campus. Since existing 
services are limited, these ma-
chines are indeed needed. 
My point was that within our 
community, public schools recog-
nized the need to limit and even 
to ban the use of "junk foods." I 
have not in the past nor do I now 
recommend the removal of any 
foods offered at WSU. 
What I have proposed is that 
additional foods from the basic 
food groups be added to WSU 
food programs. My concern for 
quality, nutritional foods stems 
from my background and training 
through formal education in nut-
rition. I will concede there are 
complete nutritional meals that 
may be purchased at high cost in 
the University Center Cafeteria. 
As previously stated, time, dis-
tance and limited operational 
hours prohibit many individuals 
from utilizing this facility. 
While 1 applaud your efforts to 
promote nutritional awareness 
through your course L .20 , we 
the students feel there is a drastic 
problem existing if one must 
enroll in a college nutrition course 
to select a nutritional lunch on 
campus! We also feel your 
rebuttal was simply a means to 
promote this course. 
it is obvious our concerns arc 
the same, that is, in regards to 
selecting nutritional fojds. As 
adults, we have a right to decide 
what we put in our bodies and 
have a right to demand that 
selection within our reach and at a 
reasonable cost. So please 
remember that there is power in 
unity! 
Thank you, 
Pamela S. Patrick 
Barbra G. Shadowens 
Christina K. Aikena 
Monkey business 
The Guardian ought to quit 
monkeying around with the camp-
us and our money. 
Thomas Macaulay 
Acting Cliairer 
Department of Art and Art 
History 
(Editor's note: The above letter is 
in response to a November 21 
editorial in which the Daily 
Guardian took a stand against 
using University money to resur-
Make up to $180 per week 
in retail carpet sales 
Full or part-time work indoors. 
No expensive necessary-will train. 
Miami Valley Decorators 
7035 North Dixie Drive 
call for appointment 890-6640 
9-5 Monday-Saturday 
• • • • • • • 
rect the structure: Xenia: in 
Another Place; the structure, 
weighing around a ton, was cut 
down through a "bureaucratic 
error" last year according to its 
creator. Guy Dill.) 
Prof eulogy 
[Editor's note: Dr. George 
Peterson, associate prof»*sor of 
Pharmacology at Wrtghi*.£tate 
died in the evening of December 
15. his throat slit by attackers. 
Thomas Lehman, this letter's 
author, was a former employee 
and a friend of Dr. Peterson. ] 
Dear Friends. 
What words are appropriate at 
this time? I think none.. To lose a 
dear friend is alway/difficplt. To 
lose a friend, like George, it» 
incomprehensible'act of violence 
is beyond ration or measdre. 
In the four-and-one-half years 
that 1 knew and wpfked with 
George, I was constantly impress-
ed by this man. As a scientist, 
George taught me the, basic 
principles of research; however, 
his pedagogy did not end there. 
George instilled within me < 
love for research which will 
influence my career for the rest of 
my life. I can honestly say that 
his endeavors have influenced me 
more than any other aspect of my 
undergraduate education. 
George's fortes did not end 
with science. He was intimately 
conscious of the cutfuraU, social, 
and political worlds Anyone who 
happened to pass by George's lab 
was bound to revel in the.sound* 
of Rosini or Bach echoing above 
the shattering test-tubes a n j 
churning incubators. 
George's concern, for. people 
was illustrated by hii involement 
in such group* a*-the A.C.L.U.. 
N.I.D.A., the Day-ton Jrr^t Clinic, 
the National Institute of Health, 
and the United Way. George's 
compassion for politics was omni-
potent. 
How m*ny people,would offer 
to baby-sit for a person they did 
not know providing that person 
would go out and vote' for the 
candidate you supported? George 
did. 
Although moat of George's 
research invofvod. experiments 
which showed' that t h e ' drugs 
which the government "had sanc-
tioned as safe wpre Inherently 
unsafe, I will never forget the 
evening we gathered at Clancy's 
Bar to watch George rebut a news 
editorial and support government 
regulation of drtigs.-
Well, to this point, I am certain 
that I have merely recapitulated 
i he thoughts that anyone who has 
known George is feeling today. 
And. at this time, recapitulation 
is perhaps the best that I can do. 
1 am numbed by the death of a 
man, but even more. I am 
numbed by the life of a man. 
The academic community has 
suffered a great loss. The social 
and political - arenas will not 
remain unscatTed. But we. his 
friends, ha ve lost the most, for we 
have lost all of George Peterson's 
talents plus his companionship, 
his wit. and his friendship. 
I will miss George as I »ou!d 
miss a brother. . Thomas Lehman 
Sales and Sen ice 
1550 K.Al FFMAN AY KM I. 
FAIR HORN\ 878-7322 
T h e A r t i s t 
Fine & Commercial Art 
Supplies 
Silkscreen Supplies 
Picture Framing 
Fine Papers 
Art Books 
Centerville Square 
887 S. Main 
CenterviHe, Oh 45459 
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George Steinhubl drinks beer for a living 
Provided by 
THE ASHEUSER BVSCH 
COMPANY 
Although quaffing beer has 
long been associated with good 
times and good company, Andy 
Steinhubl doesn't view it that 
way. 
It's not that Steinhubl doesn't 
enjoy a frosty mug or two. But as 
professional brewmaster and beer 
taster, Steinhubl must be quite 
serious about the beer he drinks. 
Steinhubl regularly raises his 
glass to qua&y. He also bends 
his elbow to continuity, smooth-
ness and purity. Steinhubl does 
his drinking in an environment 
that is hardly conducive to 
merriment: an antiseptically 
off-white climate-controlled room, 
where talking is discouraged, and 
sometimes tile silence is so 
pervasive one can hear the 
proverbial pin drop. 
"Quite seriously, its a big 
responsibility," says Steinhubl, 
vice president of brewing for 
Anheuser-Busch. Inc. 
"The very idea of being a 
professional beer taster no doubt 
conjures some vivid images in 
people's minds," says Steinhubl. 
a graduate of the University of 
British Columbia and the Siebel 
Institute of Technology in Chica-
go. "Yet we limit our tasting to 
about three glasses per session; 
and our gatherings are hardly 
occasions for conviviality. 
"Opr Job u tasters is important 
because it is the final test of the 
beer before it leaves (he brew-
ery." explains Steinhubl. "It is 
only a SE'.iII part of our routine, 
but it can't be replaced by-
chemical analysis." 
Steinhubl and e. panel of 
colleagues stand facing the wall 
at their respective stations, eye-
ing an array of "beer clean" 
glasses. The only sound during 
the tasting is the scratch of pens 
on a note pad. 
Before Steinhubl can address 
factors of aroma, taste, smooth-
ness and continuity, he must 
attend to things within his 
control. "For instance " savs 
r~ 
O O ^ ° TALK 
Steinhubl. "beer must be kept STEINHUBL PROCEEDS with 
cool, served at the correct temp- his play-by-play account of beer 
erature (40-42 degrees), with the 
proper collar (foamy head), and in 
a CLEAN glass. A beer-clean 
glass must be cleaner than clean, 
with no lint or sizing starch from a 
laundered towel." 
THE BEST TEST of a beer-
clean glass (BCG) - rinsed with 
clear water, power-brushed with 
an odor-free, non-sudsing clean-
ing compound, rinsed again in 
warm then cool water, and stored 
botiom-up on a corrugated shelf 
and allowed to air dry -- is to pour 
a glass of beer. 
With a beer-clesn glass, the 
head will be composed of tiny 
bubbles and will remain compact 
and firm. As the is consumed, 
rings of foam will arfhert to the 
sides of the glass. With a 
non-clean glass, the collar con-
sists of large bubbles which 
dissipate rapidly; feam adherence 
to the glass will be spotty or 
nonexistent. 
Beer poured correctly into a 
beer-clean glass brings a smile to 
Steinhubl's jovial countenance. 
"No matter what you may have 
heard, beer should not be poured 
down the side of a glass." 
Steinhubl explains beer poured 
down the center of an upright 
glass lets the beer "breathe," 
allowing some of the carbor.ation 
to escape. 
- not with a delicate swig or 
polite sip of a wine taster. With 
head tossed back -- to gain the 
best of the foam's aroma and the 
beer's flavor - he takes a hearty 
swallow. 
"If you don't take a good 
swallow, the beer won't reach the 
taste buds in the back of your 
mouth. You won't get the full 
character of the beer." 
A BEER TASTER rarely takes 
more than 1 1/2 ounces from each 
glass, but if concentration is 
broken during the sampling pro-
cedure, a second or third taste 
may be required before moving 
on to the next glass. "Generally 
speaking, one taste per sample is 
enough," says Steinhubl. 
After tasting, a sample may be 
no'.ed as "sweet," "fruity," 
"dry." "harsh." "sour," or 
"bitter." The grain can impart a 
"malty," "starchy." or "mashy" 
taste to the beer. 
W. Fifth St. J I ~f 
yiori, Ohio I I 
tasting. "The first thing we do is 
look at the beer," he says. 
"Hence the off-white walls is the 
room permeated with natural 
light. This assures that there is 
no distortion of color in the 
samples." 
Steinhubl then checks 'he 
aroma of the brew, swrtls the beer 
in the glass, and sniffs again. 
"If the beer smells skunky, 
you'll know immediately," says 
Steinhubl. "Direct exposure to 
sunlight or flourescent iight can 
produce a skunky odor in beers; 
we call it lighstruck." That's why 
Anheuser-Busch beer bottles 
have traditionally been brown, to 
protect beer from light. 
STENHUBL EXPLAINS the 
only way to protect beer from 
light, other than opaque packag-
ing. is by using a chemically 
modified hop extract. "Since 
Anheuser-Busch products are 
brewed with natural hops, opaque 
bottle arc essential. Very rareiy Most days, Steinhubl and his 
do we find any of our products associates taste beer which is to 
that have been overexposed to fjo into cans and bottles on 
light: but when we do, well, that's assembly line. After tasting this 
what we're here for." " f i l t e red" beer, the tester* wil 
gather to smell, swirl, drink and 
swallow " b u l k " or fermenting 
beer; the unfinished product. 
Finally, Steinhubl gets to the 
task al hand. He drinks trie beer 
FOLLOWING AN average half-
hour tasting session, Steinhubl 
gathers notes and joins his 
collegues at the conference table 
to discuss the brers until a 
consensus is reached. "For 
samples to not meet our stand-
ards is very rare," says Steinhubl 
proudly. 
Although the beer with the 
taster's seal of approval is top 
quality, can Steinhubl be sure the 
beer is the same when it reaches 
the consumer? "After our beers 
leave the brewery, damage is 
guarded against through strict 
stock rotation at wholesale and 
retail outlets," says Steinhubl. 
"We simply don't give our 
products time to lose their 
freshness." 
Steinhubl docs not test beer 
every day. "We rotate members 
of the taster's panel," he offered. 
"That is so we don't wind up 
satiated and lose our capacity to 
taste it." 
ON THOSE DAYS when he is 
tasting, however. Steinhubl's dai-
ly agenda is altered accordiangly. 
"We wear no aftershave or 
cologne which might interfere 
with our ability to smell the 
beer , " he says. " W e also must 
watch what we eat on testing days 
for obvious reasons; eat onions at 
noon and you'U have a real 
problem tasting beer at four 
o'clock." And of course.Steinhubl 
and his co-workers are non-smok-
ers. "except for an occasional 
cigar." a long-standing custom 
following a tasting session. 
Beer tasting may sound easy, 
but it's not. At Chicago's Siebel 
Institute, for example. Steinhubl. 
in addition to becoming a certified 
brewmasttr, learned how to 
differentiate between tastes and 
how to describe those differences 
in workable terms. "Not every-
one is capable of becoming a beer 
taster, it's thai simple," he siys. 
Nonetheless, Amateur afiiciar 
dos from Maine to Albuquerque 
periodically hold beer-tasting ses-
sions to determine which of their 
"favorite" beers arc truly the 
most palatable. 
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Now you can train in the Army 
Reserve without interupting college 
College students can now get paid training 
in many different fields and a good part-time 
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Foundation Corporate Drive to net $ 100,000 
By GAYLON V1CKERS 
GuutUan EdMor 
Wright State will be getting 
over $100,000 from area corpora-
tions if C. William Verity, chair-
man of ARMCO Steel, has his 
way. 
Verity is but one of a number of 
area business leaders who are 
soliciting funds for the 1979-80 
Corporation {'und Drive. The 
Drive began November 15 and the 
first half will end in mid-January 
according to O. Edward Pollock, 
executive director of the Founda-
tion. The Drive will resume in 
March. 
VERITY, "HAS BEEN on the 
Board of the Foundation for at 
least ten years," said Pollock, 
who noted that Verity Is probably 
not making too many personal 
visits to get gifts and pledges for 
WSU. 
The goal for the Drive is 
$100,000, which is $6,000 up from 
last year. 
Of this, Pollock said, around 
$80,000 has been collected to 
date. 
"The money is used in a wide 
variety" of UnivertKy areas, said 
Pollock, including one grant to 
support a study of survivors of the 
Holocast in Nazi Germany during 
WWII who now live in this area. 
MORE BUSINESS oriented a-
wards are also given, such as 
those gi\ by Certified Public 
Accountants to the Accounting 
Department. 
Area leaders besides Verity 
who arc helping WSU get corpor-
ate funding include Jesse Philips, 
chairman of I..M Rrrrv and 
Company, and Robert S. Oleman, 
retired chairman of National Cath 
Register. 
These leaders are co-ordinated 
by the Chairman of the Board of 
Dayton Power and Light, and 
Chairman of the WSU Corporate 
Fund Drive. Robert B. Killen. 
According to Pollock, these and 
other Foundation members arc 
making phone calls and personal 
visits for WSU. 
POLLOCK SAID THAT getting 
these business leaders on the 
Foundation Board involved the 
"snowball" effect, since, "the 
more (business leaders) you get, 
the easier it is to get more 
members and gifts." 
Some, like Oleman have been 
with the Foundation for a long 
time. Olen.an has been president 
since the beginning of the Foun-
dation in 1965. A recent new 
member is Bernard Golman. of 
Goldman's Department Stores in 
Dayton/ who has been with the 
Foundation one year. 
Pollock pointed out that the 
leaders are also giving as w.-ll as 
soliciting funds to this Drive. 
WSU prof dies over break 
By GAYLON VICKERS 
Guardian Editor 
George Peterson, associate professor of 
pharmacology at Wright State died late in the 
evening of December !7, the victim of an attack. 
Peterson had an excellent reputation as a 
teacher and reasearcher. Peterson's collegve. 
Dr. Albert Langley said, "He was probably the 
best teacher in the Department... this is going to 
be quite a loss for us." 
Peterson's research talents were devoted to 
helping those adicted to opiates such as heroin 
through seeking a drug other than methadone to 
use in treatment programs. He was currently 
researching a drug called "LAAM" as a 
replacement for methadone. 
The drug causes a less euphoric state than 
methadone and lasts longer between needed 
doses of the drug. 
Peterson also served on the Board of Directors 
of United Health Services, according to Langley. 
While there, Langley said Peterson sought to 
aid addicts by getting a drug analysis program 
to test street drugs for purity. 
According to Rober Zied, a WSU lab 
technician, Peterson attracted a large number of 
undergraduate students to work in his research. 
"He really motivated people to do their highest 
job." said Zied. 
Saying Peterson startled some people with his 
honesty. Zeid noted. "There was never any 
bush (to beat around) in Dr. Peterson's office." 
Pointing out that Peterson was in what is a 
relatively new field of research, chemical agents 
that affect the brain and behavior, Zeid called 
Peterson a meticulous and perservering re-
searcher who, "above all. had a design for his 
research in front of him at all times." This 
design led him to be "highly motivated to get 
new data" to help those addicted to opiates. 
Police found Peterson's body along a bank of 
the Great Miami River December 17. He was 
bound and gagged and his throat had been slit. 
Peterson-was from the Brooklyn area of New 
York City. His body was returned there for 
burial. 
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